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PlanR App: New Interaction Modalities To Drive RealWorld Interactions
Executive Overview
Over the last few years, I’ve taken a
major interest in how people interact with
their smartphones. From individual
interactions to larger-scale interactions,
there’s no denying that smartphones have
had a significant eﬀect of how we interact
with each other, especially when social networks enter the equation. With the rise of
virtual interactions, there has been a decline in meaningful real-world interactions, and
the meaningful relationship developments that can only happen when people actually
spend time with each other, rather than when they interact virtually through social
networks like Facebook, Instagram, etc. But, due to the nature of these social
networks, namely highly eﬃcient monetization mechanisms and the inherently
addictive nature of social networks, there is very little motivation for these companies
to address the issue of the unhealthy nature of smartphones and social networks— let
alone to admit it.
PlanR app proposes a theoretical modality which could be added to social
networks, or could become a standalone app (and even extended in functionality)
which would both encourage users to meet and interact in the real world more often,
and would leverage business-to-business relationships to generate revenue for the app
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or host service and participating businesses. While the app only serves as an example,
this model could be used in any number of ways to shift users away from the black
hole of virtual relationships and encourage more people to get together with their
friends in the real world, fostering healthier interactions and relationships.

Background
I started my academic career in 1997 at the Rochester Institute of Technology as
a Computer Science major. I had done some work as a beta tested for Microsoft in high
school, testing early betas of Windows 95, and later, Windows 98, and fancied myself a
programmer. Well, after a year-and-a-half, I dropped out to pursue a career in this new
field called “computer graphic design” and “web design”, as both seemed to be sort-of
taking off. As several years passed, I found myself working freelance in cities like
Minneapolis, Orlando, and, finally, here in New York, where I’ve now lived for the last 10
years.
After 16 years officially working freelance, I decided I wanted to change
directions and move into a more challenging field. As web design was once the new,
cool field of design, UX and interaction design, particularly for mobile, was where it was
at now, and it fascinated me. I still had not finished my undergrad degree, and it was a
more challenging field, so I decided to go back to school. It was then I applied to
Parsons.
By the time my Junior year began, I was pretty certain of my focus on mobile
user experience and interaction design, and had begun to focus my thesis study work
on the concept of intersectionalities of smartphones/smartphone apps and society. I was
fascinated (as psychologists and social scientists had become to be) with the more and
more obvious long-term effects that smartphones and their apps seem to be having on
us… how they’re apparently very addictive and kind of turning us all onto mild
sociopaths. It seemed to clearly revolve around the structure of the apps themselves,
and, particularly, social networking apps, and the UX and IxD in particular.
Through my Junior year and culminating with my Junior thesis, I studied and
experimented with different types of interactions that could counter the tendency
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smartphones had to isolate people and act as a self-aggrandizing echo chamber. My
research had shown that much of the negative behaviors that developed from overuse
of these apps and services stemmed from isolation and cognitive biases that were the
result of over focused exposure to certain types of highly-filtered content delivered over
extended periods of time combined with most primary social interactions being limited to
a particular venue (social network posts, comments, and IMs) all of which carry litte-tono intimacy, genuineness, and several other key factors of real communication which
strip it of consequential meaning in a human sense.
When people interact with others, like friends and family, regular like this for
years on end, it has an effect on their concept of interpersonal dynamics. instead of
dealing with people by communicating with them verbally and with body language and
responding to them immediately, many
people’s dispositions are slightly blunted,
being more accustomed to having time to
think about what quick quip or comment to
leave, or which, precisely, might be the best
emoji for the situation, and feeling awkward
or uncomfortably put on the spot because
they once knew how to react in this situation. As for kids and teens growing up with
smartphones and social networks, the effects are more pronounced as the reliance on
virtual interactions, particularly for validation in local social frameworks, are even greater
as a primary communication tool.
It was clear to me that there was a need to address in finding a balance between
how apps and social networks drew in users and how users engaged with these apps
and networks, but without entrancing them to their detriment— and I saw it as a design
issue to solve. First, I asked some friends what they thought of my ideas. One of the
first responses I got was along the lines of “We should just have a rule where, when we
get together, we all leave our phones by the door. That way, we own’t be tempted to
keep checking out feeds.” A nice sentiment, I thought, but for all the potentially missed
messages, calls, etc. An unworkable solution, certainly, I thought, and it doesn’t really
address the issue, which, I thought, was that I should’t want to check my phone. I ran
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that idea by my friends, and they thought that maybe I was onto something, because we
had also discussed the addictive nature of apps and social networks, and that how
breaking an addiction was more about not wanting to do the drug any more. This is
what led me to my Junior Thesis project, ThinkUp DrinkUp, a social drinking game.
ThinkUp DrunkUp was a simple concept for a game, but with a clever trick to it.
On its face, it was a four-person drinking game which asked three of the players to give
short answers to silly questions about the fourth. The fourth would then choose the best
answer, and that player would then drink. The next round would then begin with a new
question and a new player chosen as the subject of the question. Simple. However, the
trick was this: I figured right away that I wouldn’t be able to get people to give up their
phones completely, so a smartphone app was
the way to go— at least one person could hold
on to their phone, and to sate everyone else’s
smartphone need, each of the players gets to
type on it once per round, if only to type in an
answer. The questions were also written to help
“break the ice”, be disarming, and help the players get to know each other. Their
validation desires get tripped at the possibility of their answer winning… you see where
this is going. Plus, there’s the drinking reward for the winner.
As I tested the game, I discovered that, regardless of the group, no group made it
through more than 5 rounds before they simply put the phone down and just started
talking to each other. The average was 3. The game was actually more effective that I
had intended, and it actually worked well whether the players were friends or strangers.
I was pleased that I had been able to show that I could design an app that could make
people interact organically in real life.
For my Senior Thesis, I decided to tackle, more directly, the issue of social
interruptibility of social networks by developing a theoretical modality that could serve as
a model for the development of an integrated (or independent) solution to this problem.
And that’s what I’ve attempted with the PlanR App project. Through what appears to be
a very simple interaction sequence, something greater can be achieved by what is,
mostly, a redirection of user intention/motivation. By providing a new means/method of
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interaction that happens to be in the real world and then incentivizing that interaction,
particularly with highly-optimized and simple interaction modalities, those real-world
interactions can be cultivated and fostered. The incentive for the social networking
companies can be in the development of new types of business-to-busness
relationships which, in order to incentivize participation, can include some sort of
revenue sharing or one of many other types of motivational financial modeling.

Precedents & References
Individual Service Apps (Yelp, OpenTable, Fandango,
Ticketmaster, Maps):
Each service accesses only a single service and
doesn’t offer any sort of integration for planning multiple
events or destinations. Only a couple offer
calendar integration. While they all offer
sharing features, none offer the ability to
sync plans/reservations/etc. with friends.
Google Trips:
While essentially the same as websites like
Expedia or Priceline, but a mobile app, but
venturing into planning local activities.
Although similar in intent to PlanR, it falls
short of PlanR’s unique features, only able to access
Google’s services for local content.
Facebook (and the Facebook Mobile App):
This service is probably the most influential on my project, as it’s
probably the whole reason I’m even doing it in the first place; it largely
helped create a problem I want to help solve. Now, by no means do I
assert that it was done intentionally, nor do I believe that they are the
only source of this problem, however, they are now in the best position to
address it due to their level of usage and exposure. They, as an
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organization, also possess the level of integral and design and
engineering expertise to do exactly that, should they have the right model
to work from…

Design Processes
I had initially conceived PlanR as a standalone app that I would develop in Swift for iOS
as I had my ThinkUp DrinkUp game for my Junior Thesis project. I’ll disclose right now that this
was a mistake. I could not, in the time allotted, both learn enough Swift and complete this
ambitious of a project given the constraints of time and resources. I pivoted several times
throughout the 9 months of development of this project, and I will focus on the notable elements
in this paper in order to give a full picture of this project’s development in context.

User Testing

To get a better understanding of how people typically use these
apps to plan their activities, what people do and don’t like about them, I
conducted an initial round of interviews with 3 participants. Questions
ranged from what sort of apps the person uses (such a Yelp, OpenTable,
etc.) to how often they go out and with how many people. The
participants all seemed consistently pleased with the content of the paps
themselves, but were consistently frustrated by having to use more than
one. All users also indicated that they would be interested in an app that
could provide some sort of list or itinerary-type functionality.
After working out the initial wireframe sketches, I was able to create
a usable wireframe prototype for testing another round of users. Again, I
tested 3 different users using the interface to add 2 or more an items/
destinations to the itinerary using different services. Each participant was
given a test device with the prototype wireframe interface loaded and
asked, from the initial browse/search screen and complete the action.
The results were positive in all cases, with each user being able to
simply complete the task. Users also were pleased that they could use
multiple services within one app and add to a unified itinerary. The only
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negative feedback received was regarding special native function for
each service and how they might be addressed (such as bookmarks,
comments, etc.), and the wireframes were updated to reflect that.
From this, I was able to develop user personas and a typical user
journey map for a user of this app:
Persona 1 - Maria
Maria is a 27 year-old graphic designer. She works for a small
non-profit agency in the Flatiron district, and likes to go out with
friends after work 1-2 times per week. She enjoys going to films,
bars, and restaurants. She has a smartphone and frequently uses
apps like Yelp and Fandango to make her decisions and plans of
where to go and what films to see, including using Fandango for
her ticket purchases. When Maria goes out, she usually makes
2-3 stops, including dinner, a movie, and drinks afterward,
although she doesn’t always go see a movie. Maria would like a
more efficient and convenient way to make plans and to share
them with her friends.
Persona 2 - Seth
Seth is a 34-year-old cook at a restaurant in Brooklyn. Seth likes
to go out ofter work for some bar-hopping with friends, which
often includes 3-4 different bars in Williamsburg. He does this 2-3
times per week. Sometimes he likes to go on a date with his
girlfriend on the weekends and likes to plan the night out,
including dinner, a movie, then drinks afterward. Seth would like a
better way to plan out not only his post-work bar-hopping with his
friends, but also to plan out his weekend dates with his girlfriend
User Journey
From this, I was able to make subtle adjustments to the prototype,
and have learned a great deal about how people use and will use
this app.
Methodology
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PlanR was originally conceived to help users to plan a day/night out with
friends. PlanR would use multiple APIs from services such as Yelp!, OpenTable,
Ticketmaster, Google, Facebook, and others to access a wide range of data on
bars, restaurants, movies, events, and other activities. Users will be able to
perform service functions within the PlanR app as if they were using the native
service apps, including making secure payments for ticket purchases. Having all
of these services in one place and PlanR’s unique features will make planning
and sharing a simpler and more convenient process
The “killer feature” is The Itinerary. Add plans/events/reservations from
multiple services to a single, unified itinerary. Live Mapping within The Itinerary
allows users to create point-by-point mapping between each stop hassle-free
without having to leave the app. Itinerary sharing allows users to share their
Itinerary with friends who also have the PlanR app.
Around the middle of Spring semester, it became clear that the goal of
developing a functional iOS app natively in Swift was something that would take
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far longer than the time available. After having stripped away features such as
Facebook Graph integration and external service API integration, I still wouldn’t
have the project complete one time. I was left with only the option of presenting
an interactive prototype, which is now what I have on display, along with a short
video explaining the concept of my thesis.
Prototypes
I have completed a functional interactive prototype of the model interactive
modality which shows the simple function of being able to use a local are map to add
destinations to the Itinerary, and to then share that itinerary with friends.

Technical Overview
This project was built using a wide range of tools and methods and
methodologies. First and foremost was my iPad and Apple Pencil along with an app
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called Paper. Endless sketches and app wireframes and mockups were sketched out on
it over the span of the last 2 years, counting for at least half of the work completed for
this project and the one that led to it. Sketch and Adobe Experience Design, as well ad
Illustrator and Photoshop featured heavily as tools as well. And, last, but not least,
Xcode and Swift, Apple’s own C-based programming language.
As stated before, I originally began writing PlanR as an actual native Swift app
for iOS. However, as the project development time began to drag out, I was forced to
start removing features to speed up dev time. Although this sped things up, it didn’t
speed them up enough. time went by and, although progress was made, my own
inadequacies in Swift continued to hinder me from hitting necessary development
milestones on time. Eventually, I had to shift from the goal of delivering a functional app
as my final project to delivering an interactive prototype.
However disappointing I found this to be, I reminded myself that developing an
app, as impressive as that may have been, was outside of the scope of my research,
and, in an of itself, didn’t really address the issues I was trying to tackle. With that and
the extra time I now had, I made a short video which helps to explain the basic concepts
behind my thesis which now accompanies the interactive prototype.
In retrospect, if there’s anything I could change, it would be to plan my project
better from the beginning. I would have skipped trying to develop the app, or would
have tried to coordinate with an actual developer so I could focus more on user testing.
In the end, I’m pleased with my findings and where I’m going, although I wish I could
have submitted and displayed a higher-resolution an more complex prototype with more
user testing behind it.
I’ve fully enjoyed my time at Parsons, and Senior Thesis was an amazing way to
cap off my experience. The chance to fully explore my ideas and with such amazing
guides through this journey… well, I couldn’t have asked for better. I’ve learned so much
that I, suppose, my only regret is that I can’t do it again.
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